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Abstract. 

Rain fade refers primarily to the absorption of a microwave Radio Frequency signal by atmospheric 

rain, snow or ice, and losses are especially prevalent at frequencies above 11GHz. The degradation of 

a signal caused by electromagnetic interference of leading edge of a storm front is also referred to as 

Rain fade. It does not need to be raining at a location for it to be affected by rain fade, as the signal 

may pass through precipitation many miles away, especially if the satellite dish has a low look angle. 

At any given rain rate, the rainfall is better described by associating it with a spectrum of drop sizes. 

By modeling the spectrum of sizes, the values of specific attenuation can be developed. 

The fades induced by precipitation tend to persist for times on the order of minutes and, hence, are 

regarded as contributors to unavailability. 

Rain attenuation is not an exact science, different models give different results. There are four basic 

models; you choose which of the models you want to use. Here we have used the CCIR model in our 

analysis. 
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Rain is the most significant atmospheric 

phenomenon (other than refractivity effects) 

which can affect the propagation of 

microwave signals on LOS paths. However, we 

do not mean to say that there are no other 

effects. At frequencies above 20 GHz, 

molecular absorption due to water and 

oxygen can be important, but the frequency 

bands allocated to terrestrial microwave 

service tend to avoid these absorption lines. 

Other atmospheric effects, such as losses due 

to sand or dust storms, are usually neglected. 

 

 

Basic Phenomenology. 

The occurrence of rainstorms is commonplace 

in most climates, and meteorologists and 

statisticians have been studying them for over 

100 years. Unfortunately for the radio 

engineer, the aspects of greatest interest to 

meteorologists are not easily translated into 

data that is useful for propagation studies. For 

instance, the primary loss mechanism at 

microwave frequencies is the scattering of 

energy due to the raindrops encountered 

along the propagation path. This loss becomes 

significant at frequencies above about 10 GHz, 

where the dimensions of some of the 

raindrops become comparable to the 

wavelength in water. 

To develop these thoughts further, let us 

consider how the properties of rainstorms 

relate to attenuation on an LOS path. The 

sizes of the rain drops are correlated with the 

rate at which the rain falls (usually measured 

in mm/hour), with larger drops occurring at 

higher rates. At any given rain rate, the 

rainfall is better described by associating with 

it a spectrum of drop sizes. By modeling the 

spectrum of sizes, workers have developed 

values of specific attenuation, which is the 

loss in dB/km for the specified rain rate and 

frequency. Figure 1 (1) shows plots of specific 

attenuation as a function of frequency for a 

number of rain rates. 

The plots of Figure 1 are for spherical 

raindrops. Real raindrops are somewhat 

flattened (sometimes canted) from their 

interaction with the atmosphere. Because of 

this flattening, a raindrop will have a smaller 

size in the vertical than in the horizontal 

dimension. Consequently, the attenuation of 

a horizontally polarized wave will be larger 

than that of a vertically  polarized wave. 
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Fig. 1 Specific attenuation due to rain (1). 

For numerical calculations, it is more useful to 

have an expression for specific attenuation in 

terms of rain rate. For this purpose, the 

relationship between specific attenuation, 

,Rγ (in dB/km) and the rain rate, R (in mm/hr) 

is usually approximated by a power law of the 

form  

αγ kRR =     

     

       (1) 

Table 1 of CCIR Report 721-2 (2) provides the 

coefficients needed in Eq. 1 for estimating 

specific attenuation for any frequency 

between 1 and 400 GHz, and for both vertical 

and horizontal polarizations; the tabulated 

coefficients include the effects of non 

spherical rain drops. These coefficients are 

based on a fit to calculated values of the 

specific attenuation for rain rates between 1 

and 150 mm/hr. Values of k and α at 

frequencies other than those tabulated can 

be obtained by interpolation, using a 

logarithmic scale for frequency and k and a 

linear scale for α . 

The preceding discussion relates to rain rates 

measured at a particular location, which is 

called a point rain rate measurement. The 

attenuation on a path at a given instant 

cannot be determined from the rain rate at 

one point on the path because the rain rate 

varies within a storm. The highest rain rates 

are locally concentrated within cells that have 

an extent on the order of kilometers, with 

more intense cells having smaller extents. A 

rain cell may be embedded in a storm that has 

a lower rain rate over a more extensive 

region, and both the cell and storm move with 

velocities of a few kilometers per hour. 

Consider a situation in which a rain cell with 

an extent much smaller than the length of a 

path moves along the centre line of the path. 

The point rain rate measured by an observer 

at one end of the path may vary rapidly with 

time as the rain cell approaches or recedes; 

however, the path attenuation due to this 

rain cell varies much more slowly because it 

reflects the integrated effect of all the rain 

rates along the path. Clearly, the path 

attenuation at an instant of time cannot be 
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obtained by simply multiplying the path 

length by the specific attenuation 

corresponding to the instantaneous point rain 

rate at one end. Fortunately, we are 

concerned with the probability that 

attenuation exceeds a given level, and this 

can be modeled from the results of field 

experiments in which both rain rate and 

attenuation were exceeded. 

Ideally, we would experimentally observe a 

radio path for a number of years (e.g., 7 to 

10), and develop the probability distributions 

of rain rate and attenuation. Thus, we would 

determine PR(R), the fraction of time that the 

rain rate exceeded a given value R, and PA(A), 

the fraction of time that the attenuation 

exceeded a value A. At any given probability 

level P1, or rain rate R1, we could calculate the 

specific attenuation YR1. The ratio of the 

attenuation at that probability level to the 

calculated value of specific attenuation is the 

effective path length of the test path at this 

probability level. Therefore, if 

PR(R1) = PA(A1) = P1   

         (2) 

and  

αγ 11 kRR =     

     

     (3) 

Then, 

1

1

R
A

leff γ
=     

     

     (4) 

The quantity leff, which relates the specific 

attenuation to the path attenuation, is called 

the effective path length. For a sufficiently 

short path, the effective path length becomes 

equal to the physical path length in 

accordance with the definition of specific 

attenuation. More generally, the effective 

path length represents the averaged effect of 

the spatial variations in rain rate along the 

path and depends on the path length and 

assumptions about the structure of the spatial 

distribution of rain rate. 

The objective of models for predicting rain 

fading is to provide a means of relating a 

probability (P1) and an attenuation at that 

probability level (A1) without having direct 

knowledge of PA(A) and possibly having only 

minimal knowledge of PR(R). Various models 

make different assumptions about the rain 

rate and attenuation distributions and the 

effective path length, the consequences of 

which will become apparent in the following 

section. 

 

Unavailability Due To Rain 

The attenuation due to rain is a broadband 

loss, at least compared to the bandwidth of a 
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radio channel. The fades induced by 

precipitation tend to persist for times on the 

order of minutes and, hence, are regarded as 

contributors to unavailability. The percentage 

of time that the signal fades below the level 

for which the BER exceeds 10-3 is usually 

attributed to unavailability. Thus, the 

unavailable time is the time that the 

attenuation exceeds the flat fade margin of 

the digital radio. 

In applying the formalism of (2) to (4) to the 

design of a radio link, we are estimating a 

point on the attenuation distribution, which 

relates the percentage of unavailable time to 

the flat fade margin. In cases where there is a 

reliable attenuation distribution for the link at 

a specific polarization and frequency, the 

attenuation distribution at other frequencies 

and polarizations can be obtained by applying 

scaling laws (3) In other cases, one must begin 

by estimating the rain rate distribution. 

Reliable rain-rate distributions may not be 

available for all locations. Note, also, that the 

instantaneous rain rate is not measured 

directly. instead, the quantity typically 

recorded is the amount of rain accumulated in 

a fixed interval, called the integration time. 

The CCIR methods use a one-minute 

integration time. In the United States, five-

minute rain rate distributions have been used 

because of the vast amount of rain-rate data 

that is available for this integration time 

(more than 300 locations for more than 20 

years each). The differences between the one- 

minute and five-minute rain rate distributions 

is small compared to the uncertainties in 

distributions developed from short-term 

measurements. Different investigators 

suggest from five to more than ten years as 

an appropriate measurement interval for 

determining stable rain-rate distributions. 

The CCIR method for calculating attenuation 

exceeded for a prescribed percentage of 

time,(3), uses as the effective path length 

l
l

leff 045.01+
=    

     

     (5) 

where l is the length of the link in kilometers. 

The rain rate at the 0.01% level is used to 

calculate the specific attenuation 01.0Rγ  using 

(1) and coefficients from Table I of Report 721 

(2). The attenuation level experienced 0.01% 

of the time is then effR lA 01.001.0 γ= . 

To obtain the attenuation exceeded for 

another percentage p, the CCIR method uses 

a scaling law 

)log043.0546.0(
01.012.0 p

P PAA +−=   

     

    (6) 

The worst-month probability is related to the 

annual probability by a scaling law. Figure 2 

shows a plot of the flat fade margin required, 
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or attenuation level exceeded for a 0.01% 

unavailability as a function of frequency for 

several different path lengths. It assumes 

horizontal polarization for paths located near 

Atlanta, Georgia. Figure 2 clearly shows the 

dominant effect that rain has in limiting path 

lengths at frequencies above 10 GHz. 

As an interesting contrast, the figure also 

shows the single-frequency fade level that 

would be exceeded for the same percentage 

of time due to multipath fading on a longer 

path of 42 km. Because multipath fading 

relates to digital radio performance rather 

than availability, the 0.01% level represents 

only a convenient choice for comparing the 

frequency dependence of the attenuation 

level exceeded. It is because of the profound 

difference in these frequency dependences 

that the dominant consideration is multipath 

fading at lower frequencies and rain 

attenuation at higher frequencies. As a 

practical matter, both phenomena have an 

effect on route design at frequencies near 10 

GHz in most temperate climates. 

The CCIR method of estimating attenuation 

exceedances uses the effective path length at 

only one probability level, and uses an 

assumed shape of the attenuation distribution 

to reach other levels. Other prediction models 

employ an  effective path length without such 

a limit on the probability level (4, 5 and 6); 

however, to compensate, they use effective 

path length definitions that include rain rate 

dependencies. For instance, Lin’s method uses 

2636/)2.6(1 −+
=

Rl
l

leff   

     

     (7) 

This dependency was developed from data 

taken in the US, but is widely used elsewhere. 

(It has been modified to improve the accuracy 

for paths shorter than 10m (7)). 
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Fig. 2 Atmospheric attenuation exceeded 0.01% of the time due to rain for paths with horizontal 

polarization near Atlanta, GA. 

 

Discussion. 

The prediction of unavailability due to rain is 

strongly dependent on the rain rate 

distributions. These in turn depend on the 

local climatology, by which we mean not the 

amount of rainfall, but, more importantly, the 

types of rainstorms that occur and their 

relative frequencies. Thunderstorms in 

temperate climates vary in frequency and 

intensity in different regions. They are 

significantly different from hurricanes, and 

from monsoons, et cetera.  

The extensive literature on this subject 

includes many studies leading to different 

conclusions regarding the form of the 

attenuation and rain rate distributions. Wide 

gauge approaches, such as the CCIR method, 

may lose some accuracy in addressing all 

climates in a single formalism. Whenever 

reliable local information is available, it should 

be used to reflect local climatological 

conditions. 

 

CONCLUSION. 
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Possible ways to overcome the effect of rain 

fade are site diversity, uplink power control, 

variable rate encoding, receiving antenna 

larger than requested size for normal weather 

conditions and hydrophobic coating, Only 

superhydrophobic, lotus effect surfaces repel 

snow and ice (8). 

In terrestrial point to point microwave 

systems ranging from 11 GHz to 80 GHz, a 

parallel back up link can be installed alongside 

a rain fade prone higher bandwidth 

connection. In this arrangement, a primary 

link such as an 80 GHz 1Gbps full duplex 

microwave bridge may be calculated to have a 

99.9% availability rate over the period of one 

year. The calculated 99.9% availability rate 

means that the link may be down for a 

cumulative total of ten to more hours per 

year as the peaks of rain storms pass over the 

atmosphere. 
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Abstract 
Recently a new generation of P2P systems, offering distributed hash table (DHT) 
functionality, have been proposed. These systems greatly improve the scalability and exact-
match accuracy of P2P systems, but offer only the exact-match query facility. This paper 
outlines a research agenda for building complex query facilities on top of these DHT-based 
P2P systems. We describe the issues involved and outline our research plan and current 
status. 
 
Keywords: Distributed Hash table (DHT), Peer–to–peer (P2P), high–end, Transactional 
applications, scalability, storage semantics, metadata interface. 
 
 
1.0  Introduction 
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks are among the 
most quickly-growing technologies in 

computing. However, the current 
technologies and applications of today's 
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